Axial-flux permanent-magnet machine modeling, design, simulation and analysis
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Axial-flux permanent-magnet machines today are important technology in many applications, where they are an alternative to radial-flux permanent-magnet machines. Reviewed here are technology status and advances/trends in axial-flux permanent-magnet machines, in aspects of construction, features, modeling, simulation, analysis, and design procedure. Potential applications and future trends are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Axial-flux permanent-magnet (AFPM) machines have many unique features. For being permanent magnet, they usually are more efficient, as field excitation losses are eliminated, reducing rotor losses significantly. Machine efficiency is thus greatly improved, and higher power density achieved. Axial-flux construction has less core material, so, high torque-to-weight ratio. Also, AFPM machines have thin magnets, so are smaller than radial-flux counterparts. AFPM machine size and shape are important features in applications where space is limited, so compatibility is crucial. The noise and vibration they produce are less than those of conventional machines. Their air gaps are planar and easily adjustable. Also, direction of main air-gap can be varied, so derivation of various discrete topologies is possible (Sitapati and Krishnan, 2001). These benefits give AFPM machines advantages over conventional machines, in various applications. Published literatures on AFPM machines contain AFPM-related issues such as machine modeling, analysis and design. Comprehensive review of AFPM structures, modeling, simulation, analysis, design procedure and applications are attempted by this paper.

Subsequently, the study discusses various AFPM machine structures, advantages, and issues specific to each configuration, after which it reviews AFPM machines capable of flux weakening. Furthermore, it reviews points of sizing equation, modeling and simulation, and then it reviews diverse aspects of analysis, such as cogging torque, thermal and structural. More so, the study describes the design procedure of an AFPM machine as a multi-dimensional optimization problem to maximize the efficiency within constraints. Finally, the study suggests and presents potential applications, as well as future trends.

Axial-flux permanent-magnet machine construction

AFPM machines were first introduced in late 70s and early 80s (Campbell, 1975; Leung and Chan, 1980; Weh et al., 1984). Growing interest in AFPM machines in several applications due to their high torque-to-weight ratio and efficiency as an alternative to conventional radial-flux machines was significant in the last decade. Basically, each radial-flux-machine type has its corresponding axial-flux version (Cavagnino et al., 2002). Practical categorizations are permanent-magnet DC commutator, permanent-magnet brushless DC, or synchronous AC. DC brushless and AC synchronous machines are equal in structure but differ in operation principle. EMF waveform generated by DC brushless is
trapezoidal. In AC synchronous it is sinusoidal. In construction, brushless AFPM can be single-sided or double-sided, with or without armature slots, with or without armature core, with internal or external permanent-magnet rotors, with surface-mounted or interior permanent-magnet, and as single-stage or multi-stage (Gieras et al., 2008). Figure 1 shows various AFPM topologies and their winding configurations. Subsequently, the study focuses on AFPM machines of various rotor and stator configurations.

**Single-rotor single-stator axial-flux permanent-magnet**

Figure 2 is basic and simplest-structure of AFPM machine; single rotor, single stator (Cheng-Tsung et al., 2003; Jang and Chang, 2002; Liu and Lee, 2006; Patterson and Spee, 1995; Zhang et al. 1997). It is subject to unbalanced axial force between rotor and stator, so, unlike structures with balanced axial forces, it requires more-complex bearing arrangements and thicker rotor disk (Chan, 1987; Platt, 1989). The magnetic force may twist the structure very easily. With slotless stator, axial force is less, as the force is exerted on iron, rather than on copper, windings (Campbell et al., 1981).

**Double-rotor single-stator axial-flux permanent-magnet**

Figure 3 is TORUS, a double-rotor single-stator AFPM machine. Its phase coils wound around the slotted stator (Caricchi et al., 1998, 1999; Muljadi et al., 1999; Profumo et al, 1997) or the slotless stator (Chalmers et al., 1999; Ficheux et al., 2001; Jensen et al., 1992; Spooner and Chalmers, 1992). Slotless-stator TORUS-type AFPM machine was first introduced in the late 1980s (Spooner and Chalmers, 1988). Slotted and slotless differ in the existence of slots in one, and in the type of winding in each. For increased robustness and better heat dissipation of conductor, portions between air-gap windings in slotless are filled with epoxy resin (Soderlund et al., 1996). Leakage and mutual inductance in slotless air-gap windings are lower, and effects due to slots, that is, flux ripple, cogging torque, high-frequency rotor losses and stator teeth, are eliminated (Caricchi et al., 2004). Windings in radial direction are used for torque production. In slotless, end windings are short, so, less copper losses, and better heat-dissipation of conductor (Aydin et al. 2001). Variations may be found in rotor magnet arrangement, which affects main flux path in rotor, in stator, and possibly in winding. In TORUS topology, main flux may flow axially through stator or circumferentially in stator yoke (Surong et al. 2001). Figure 4 shows possible flux paths. Figures 4a and b respectively relate to North-north and North-south magnet arrangements. Both structures show tangential Lorentz forces affecting phase-A coils. The structures are identical except for stator-yoke thickness and winding arrangement.

North-north (NN) structure has its phase winding wound around stator core, giving short end-windings (back-to-back windings) in both the axial and the radial directions of the machine (Parviainen, 2005). Very short end-windings reduce copper losses, but main flux has to flow.
Figure 2. Construction of single-sided AFPM machine, a) 3D-view of a single-sided AFPM machine; b) slotted-stator single-sided AFPM machine and c) slotless-stator single-sided AFPM machine.

circumferentially along the stator core, so a thick stator yoke is required, for summation of flux entering stator from both rotors, the summation in turn increasing iron losses and lengthens end-windings. Owing to its flux direction, the machine could be thought of as a combination of two independent halves. North-south (NS)
Figure 3. Single-stator double-rotor AFPM machine; (a) 3D view of a TORUS machine; (b) slotted stator TORUS AFPM machine and (c) slotless stator TORUS AFPM machine.

structure has main flux flowing axially through stator, so in principle, stator yoke is unnecessary (Woolmer and McCulloch, 2006). Iron losses are thus reduced, but lap windings are needed to produce torque (Locment et al., 2006; Takano et al., 1992). Lap windings lengthen end-windings, which again increase copper losses. External diameter of machine also increases. NN structure thus has less copper losses and smaller external diameter, but more iron losses and longer axial. To produce torque, either end winding or lap winding is used in NN structure, but only lap winding is used in NS structure. Another TORUS machine is coreless AFPM machine (Figure 5) (Bumby et al., 2005; El-Hasan et al., 2000; Hosseini et al., 2008; Kamper et al., 2008; Rossouw, 2009; Sadeghierad et al., 2009, 2009). Its main feature is elimination of stator yoke, as in NS TORUS main flux
flows from one rotor to another rather than travels circumferentially along stator core.

The stator has windings only, and the rotor has surface magnet as in other AFPM machines. This type of AFPM machine is efficient as there are no iron losses (Caricchi et al., 1998; Lombard et al., 1999).

**Single-rotor double-stator axial-flux permanent-magnet**

Figure 6 is a single-rotor double-stator AFPM machine constructed in slotted, or slotless, stator structure (Platt, 1989; Gieras and Wing, 2002; Parviainen and Pyrhönen, 2004). Its rotor structure differs from that of TORUS, and its permanent magnets can be located on rotor-disk surface or inside rotor disk. Main flux thus flows axially through rotor disk or circumferentially along rotor disk. Also, both arrangements may be used to build a single-stator single-rotor structure, but the main flux flow is always circumferential along rotor disk. Figure 7 shows in 2D plane, flux paths for a double-stator single-rotor structure of an AFPM machine. Surface-mounted structure (Figure 7a) has a very thin rotor, especially if the magnets had been installed inside a non-ferromagnetic...
rotor core. When permanent-magnets are buried into the rotor disk, much thicker rotor disk is required (Figure 7b), consequently reducing machine power density, though structure of machine stator remains as it had been. Leakage flux in magnet ends is higher than the one in surface-mounted structure, as the magnets are surrounded by ferromagnetic material (Aydin et al., 2006). Constant magnet thickness and magnetization along machine radius may cause excessive saturation in inner-radius rotor core, because depending on machine inner diameter and pole pairs, inner radius of the permanent magnets may be very close to each other (Marignetti et al., 2010). Flux density on the outer radius is much less, causing non-constant flux-density distribution in air-gap along machine radius. Further comparing of surface-mounted structure with buried structure: armature reaction is higher in buried structure than in surface-mounted, as permanent magnets in surface-mounted configuration act almost as air and thus form long air-gap (Liu et al., 2004).

An advantage of buried structure is its better protection of magnets against mechanical impact, wear and corrosion. AFIR structure, whose rotor is located between stators, is simpler, as there is more space for windings (Caricchi et al., 1995). End windings of AFIR machines are relatively long owing to winding parts used for torque production being on stator-inner facing rotor, so, higher copper losses (Cavagnino et al., 2000). Copper losses in AFIR slotted machines are lower than those of their slotless counterpart, because AFIR end-windings are short (due to short-pitched winding). Also, inductance of AFIR machine is larger than that of equivalent TORUS machine. AFIR machine leakage-flux from non-torque-producing side links iron parts not appropriately associated with machine. For buried-magnet structure, a modular rotor-pole construction including layers of ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic materials may reduce armature reaction. Figure 8 shows such rotor structure. Non-ferromagnetic bridges between ferromagnetic layers increase armature field lines, so, with rotor pole of ferromagnetic material only, armature field is decreased. In the proposed structure, each stator teeth is supplied with approximately the same magnetic flux; the excitation field is thus virtually constant. Slits arranged between the ferromagnetic bridges diminish leakage fluxes in magnet ends (Weh et al., 1984). In AFIR structure, another rotor-pole construction is possible (Figure 9). It does not use steel disk in the rotor because main flux does not travel in rotor.

Non-magnetic material fills spaces between magnets and together with axially-magnetized fan-shaped permanent magnets makes the rotor rigid. AFIR construction has very high power-to-inertia ratio as its rotor lacks iron, so AFIR structure is preferred in applications needing small inertia.

**Multi-rotor multi-stator AFPM**

Several machines lined up on the same shaft form more-complex arrangements, also, multi-stage AFPM machine. Considering produced torque is a function of AFPM machine’s outer diameter, in the case of limited outer diameter, the desired electromagnetic torque can be achieved by multi-stage arrangement. Such machines may be considered for ship propulsion (Caricchi et al., 1995), pump (Caricchi et al., 1998), high-speed permanent-magnet generator (El-Hasan et al., 2000), and research (Anyuan et al., 2010). Compared with multiple-stator multiple-rotor radial-flux permanent-magnet (RFP) machines, multi-stage AFPM machines are more easily assembled because their air-gap surface stays constant (RFP machine’s surface gets smaller). Multi-stage AFPM machines generally have N stators and \( N + 1 \) rotor discs (N the number of stages or of stators). The rotors share a mechanical shaft. Stator winding can be parallel connected or serial connected. Rotor core is for outer rotor only, providing the main-flux path, so must be chosen carefully. Figure 10 is a multi-stage AFPM machine, whose \( N = 2 \). Multi-stage AFPM machines are not widely found in literatures. Whether TORUS or AFIR structure, AFPM machines can be multi-stage, with slotted or slotless stator, including NN or NS.
topologies. Advantages and disadvantages of each construction are similar to those of relevant preceding structures.

A multi-stage AFPM machine can be built with multiple rotors and ironless armature windings (Jee, 2008), in which case magnetic flux travels through machine axis,
Figure 7. Flux paths in 2D plane for a double-stator single-rotor structure of an AFPM machine; (a) surface permanent-magnet and (b) buried permanent-magnet.

Figure 8. Rotor-pole structure capable of reducing armature reaction.

from one end to another (Figure 11).

Axial-flux permanent-magnet machine capable of field-weakening

Flux-weakening had not been available in AFPM machines. Achieving flux-weakening simply and without negative current injection effects is aimed for, so, AFPM machine designers have for years been interested in new configurations (Boules, 1985; Jahns, 1987; Sebastiangordon and Slemon, 1987). Solutions to the problem exist (Aydin et al., 2010; Hsu, 2000; Liang and Miller, 2002; Lipo and Aydin, 2004; Profumo et al., 1998,
Figure 9. Axial-flux interior-rotor (AFIR) structure without steel disk.

Figure 10. Multistage AFPM machine.

Figure 12 shows an AFPM machine with variable-air-gap optimizing machine performance and allowing flux-weakening (Lipo and Aydin, 2004). It suits flux-weakening applications such as electric traction. The technique changes machine's torque constant, creating variable rotor and stator losses. Figure 13 shows AFPM machine torque-speed characteristic for various air-gaps. Uniqueness of axial flux enables air-gap variation, applicable also to single-stator double-rotor AFPM machines. The flux-weakening-capable AFPM machine in Profumo et al. (1998, 2000) that has two slotted stators and one rotor, uses soft magnetic materials (Figure 14). Core of the stator's slotted side is tape-wound, and the stator windings are series-connected. The rotor comprises disc, main poles, and leakage poles, and its magnets are axially magnetized. Between the main and the leakage poles are two flux barriers, whose appropriate designing gives the desired d-axis and q-axis
stator inductances in the flux-weakening region, for required torque. Figure 15 shows another type of AFPM machine with controllable flux. A field-weakening coil is used, its DC-current magnitude and polarity is controllable (Hsu, 2000). Machine structure is formed by two slotted stators with yoke, providing flux-return path and AC windings. Its rotor includes magnets and iron-pole pieces mounted on non-magnetic rotor body. Two toroidal field-weakening coils encircle shaft and frame, the latter made of mild steel to provide a flux path for the DC coils.

Figure 16 is another AFPM machine that applies the same DC-field-coil principle (Liang and Miller, 2002). Its structure is the same as the one preceding, but its rotor has permanent magnets with pole portions. The rotor magnets generate a first magnetic flux, and consequent poles generate a second magnetic flux. The field coil varies the second magnetic flux so the machine produces controllable output voltage. Aydin et al. (2010) presents a field-controlled AFPM machine with single stator and dual rotors, proposing the simple idea of air-gap flux control (Figure 17). The idea can be applied to any AFPM machines with multiple stators and rotors. Two strip-wound stator rings, two sets of three-phase windings and circumferentially-wound DC-field-winding placed between two stator rings comprise the machine’s stators. The machine’s rotor comprises arc-shaped iron pieces (axially magnetized magnets mounted on the inner surface of two rotor disks). A rotor pole is actually half permanent-magnet, half iron piece; space between the magnet and the iron piece reduces leakage. Excitation of DC-field-winding in one polarity increases flux on inner and outer sides of rotor pole, strengthening magnetic field, increasing flux linkage of stator armature.
windings. Excitation of opposite-polarity DC-field-winding decreases consequent-pole-flux in rotor-disc inner and outer sides, thus weakening field. Iron saturation and current density of DC-field limit flux boosting. Induced EMF thus increases or reduces according to DC excitation. If field winding is excited in the same direction...
as the iron poles are, the machine becomes similar to a typical AFPM machine.

**Modeling and simulation of the AFPM machine**

**Sizing equation for the AFPM machine**

The design is in several steps. The first is to choose the configuration, that is, the number of phases, magnets and slots. Then, the main dimensions of each electrical machine are determined through electrical-machine-output power equation. Assuming negligible leakage inductance and resistance, rated power is expressed as:

\[ P_{\text{out}} = \eta \frac{m}{T} \int_{0}^{T} e(t) \cdot i(t) \, dt \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( e(t) \) is phase air-gap EMF, \( i(t) \) is phase current, \( \eta \) is machine efficiency, \( m \) is number of machine phases and \( T \) period of one cycle EMF. A general-purpose sizing equation for AFPM machines has been provided by other authors previous literatures (Gholamian et al., 2008; Honsinger, 1980; Surong et al., 2001, 1998, 1999). For an AFPM machine, it takes the following form:

\[ P_{\text{out}} = \eta \frac{m}{T} \frac{1}{1 + K_p} \frac{m}{m_1} \frac{\pi}{2} K_i K_p B_g A \frac{L}{P} (1 - \lambda^2) \frac{1 + \lambda^2}{2} D_i^2 L_e \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( m_i \) is the number of each stator phase, \( K_a \) is EMF factor, \( K_i \) and \( K_p \) respectively are current and electrical power waveform factors, \( B_g \) is air-gap flux density, \( A \) is electrical loading total, \( D_i \) is machine diameter on the
outer surfaces, $K_p = A_r/A_g$ is electrical loading ratio, $K_L = D_i/L_o$ is aspect ratio coefficient for AFPM, and $\lambda = D_o/D_i$ is diameter ratio where $D_2$ is machine diameter on the inner surface. $K_L$ pertinent to a specific machine structure is determined with considerations for effects of losses and temperature rise, and the design's efficiency requirements. Also, machine torque density for volume total is defined as:

$$\tau_{den} = \frac{P_{out}}{\omega_m \frac{\pi}{4} D_{tot}^2 L_{rot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

$\omega_m$ is the rotor angular speed, $D_{tot}$ and $L_{rot}$ respectively are machine outer diameter total and machine length total including stack outer diameter and end-winding protrusion from radial and axial iron stacks. A procedure must be developed to select appropriate lengths for permanent-magnet, stator and rotor. Permanent-magnet length depends on air-gap length and air-gap flux density. Stator equivalent electrical loading, current density, slot-fill factor, and flux densities in various parts of the machine affect stator length and rotor length. Some literatures base on general-purpose sizing analysis, present optimization and design examples of AFPM machines (Gholamian et al., 2008; Honsinger, 1980; Surong et al., 1998, 1999, 2001). Air-gap flux density and diameter ratio are two important design parameters significantly affecting AFPM machine characteristics, so, for optimized machine performance, the parameters must be chosen carefully. From optimization-goal standpoint, diameter ratios vary; for specific flux density and electrical loading values, and various rated powers, pole pairs, converter frequencies, etc.

**Field computation of the AFPM machine**

Air-gap magnetic field determining AFPM machine performance can be calculated in several ways: analytical (Chan et al., 2009; Furlani, 1994; Kano et al., 2010; Lee, 1992; Loureiro et al, 2008; Qamaruzzaman and Dahono, 2008; Zhilichev, 1998), quasi 3D (Azzouzi et al., 2005; Kurronen and Pyrhonen, 2007; Marignetti et al., 2010), finite element method (FEM) (Bumby et al., 2004; Chan et al., 2010; Rong-Jie and Kamper, 2004; Upadhay and Rajagopal, 2006), and method of images (Sang-Ho et al., 2006). FEM is more accurate than analytical method is, and can be used in complicated machine constructions. Finite element analysis (FEA) has long computation time, and a different model (including re-meshing) is needed when machine geometry changes. Shortfalls in early FEM were in meshing and in field-solving at rotor angles (causing
Figure 18. Field analysis of an AFPM machine, in ANSYS software; (a) 3D auto-mesh generation and (b) flux-density plot.

Asymmetrical geometry, increasing complexity and 3D-field computation requirements. Sufficiently robust and mature automatic meshing and adaptive solution techniques that allow their routine use in FEA were then developed. Fully automated mesh preparation, boundary source and material data, equation solution, and machine-data extracted from solution thus allowed no prior knowledge of numerical analysis. Figure 18 is ANSYS field analysis of a single-sided AFPM machine (ANSYS 13.0, 2010; Mahmoudi et al., 2010). It shows the part used to model the machine. The structure includes 3 teeth and 1 pole-pair, fulfilling symmetry conditions. The machine comprises 12 slots and 4 pole-pairs. Figure 18a shows ANSYS software, a three-dimensional auto-mesh: tetrahedral elements with 6 nodes fitting circular shape of layers starting from shaft to outer diameter of AFPM
machine. Figure 18b is axial distribution of its magnetic-flux density. More-adequate analytical models are based on two approaches: equivalent magnetic-reluctance network, and analytical resolution of Maxwell equations. The former is limited to simple cases as it usually needs conformal transformation to calculate air-gap magnetic-reluctance function. Maxwell-equation resolution gives all three magnetic-field components, so it is more accurate. Figure 19 is nonlinear-reluctance-based magnetic-reluctance network modeling of AFPM machine (Figure 18). All the methods can be implemented in 2D or 3D.

2D analysis of magnetic-field solution depends on ratio of air gap to pole pitch, the ratio varying with radius of the cylindrical cutting plane, so consideration of significant air-gap-flux density reduction at the inner and the outer circumferential regions is not possible. 2D field analysis cannot be applied when considering mutual and leakage fluxes in the end-winding regions, though it can handle fluxes along radial length of the active conductors. 2D analysis cannot account for changes in material properties in different cross sections, owing to considerable radial (as compared with axial) direction; 3D analysis is inevitable if precision is required. The analytical design tool used for quasi-3D computation is described in Marignetti et al. (2010). Figure 20 is transformation of the 3D model to corresponding 2D model used in quasi-3D computation. The machine is divided into N radial layers, each of thickness W. Average diameter of the ith layer ($D_{ave,i}$) is obtained from:

$$D_{ave,i} = D_2 + \frac{(D_1 - D_2)}{2 \times N} \times (2i - 1)$$  

$$W = \frac{(D_1 - D_2)}{2 \times N}$$  

If only air-space magnetic field is required, the method of images offers a straightforward and efficient solution (Sang-Ho et al., 2006), but the field in the magnets or in the iron core cannot be computed. To evaluate magnetic flux density distribution in an axial-flux machine’s iron back plate, the 3D analytical model proposed by Hewitt et al. (2005) may be used. The method, however, assumes that magnetic flux enters core axially from air gap, and that the flux density is constant along radius, varying sinusoidally, circumferentially. Chan et al. (2010) shows these assumptions are strictly not valid for the AFPM synchronous machine configuration being considered, particularly for rotor back plate with surface-mounted magnets. 3D FEA apparently has to be used if comprehensive machine study is required, as the method provides more precise modeling for machines with complicated geometries.

**Analysis of the AFPM machine**

**Cogging torque analysis of AFPM machine**

As conventional radial-flux do permanently-magnet machines, AFPM machines produce torque ripples, affecting output performance. Usual main sources of torque ripple are cogging torque, non-ideal back-EMF waveforms, saturation of machine magnetic circuit, and electronic-controller-induced. Ideal coreless-stator AFPM
machine eliminates cogging torque. Parasitic torque ripples nevertheless exist, owing to machine design limitations and despite ideal controller. Techniques proposed to reduce torque ripple in RFPMM machines include skewing of slots and magnets, magnet shaping and sizing, addition of dummy slots and control strategies. Recent attention in literatures is the analysis and reduction of cogging torque in AFPM machines (Caricchi et al., 2004; Fei et al., 2009; Mendrela and Jagiela, 2004; Virtic et al., 2008, 2009; Pisek, 2009); techniques to reduce cogging torque effect and torque development of AFPM machines with different structures were investigated, both theoretically and experimentally. Recent studies on torque reduction of AFPM machines propose many techniques to reduce cogging torque. Various techniques for minimizing cogging torque in AFPM machines were investigated by Aydin et al. (2007). A double-rotor, single-stator AFPM machine was used as reference machine and technique effectiveness was examined by 3D FEA. Letelier et al. (2007) present two methods (slot displacement and skewing) for cogging torque reduction in an axial, field-weakening-capable,
permanent-magnet machine (Letelier et al., 2007). Also, the influence of magnet shape was investigated by experiment in Gonzalez et al. (2007). The configuration analyzed was an AFPM machine with two rotors and double central stators. All the topologies allow introduction of displacement between both stator sides, reducing the resulting cogging torque. The study used FEA and 3D simulation. Hwang et al. (2009) used Taguchi method for reducing torque ripple in designing an AFPM machine with internal coreless stator and twin external permanent-magnet rotor, and well-established design procedures (Chang-Chou et al., 2009). It also describes improving the ratio between torque ripple and average torque.

Many AFPM machines have been optimally designed through FEA, but such analysis is generally time-consuming. Choi et al. (2009) applied the equation of magnetic flux lines existing between permanent-magnets; cores were assumed mathematically and the minimum cogging torque calculated theoretically and geometrically without finite element analysis (Jong-Hyun et al., 2009, 2009). The equation here is assumed as second-order polynomial. Calculation of skew angle minimizing cogging torque is theoretical. FEA and experiments confirm minimum-cogging-torque value.

**Thermal analysis of the AFPM machine**

Prediction of a new machine design's thermal performance traditionally according to parameters such as housing heat transfer coefficient, winding current density, or machine thermal resistance. Figures used for such parameters are estimated empirically from experiments on existing machines or from simple rules of thumb. Modern thermal analysis techniques are experiment, lumped-parameters thermal model and numerical analysis. Experiment method is appropriate for evaluation of cooling-strategy precise accuracy in designed and fabricated machines (Parviainen, 2004; Di-Gerlando et al., 2008; Marignetti et al., 2008, 2008; Sahin and Vandenput, 2003; Scowby et al., 2004; Sugimoto et al., 2007). Lumped-circuit analysis depicts thermal problem through a thermal network similar to an electrical circuit (Parviainen, 2005; Sahin and Vandenput, 2003). A thermal network in steady state comprises thermal resistance and heat sources connected between motor component nodes. For transient analysis, thermal capacitances are also used to consider change in body internal energy with time. Scowby et al. (2004) proposes a detailed lumped parameter thermal model, for prediction of transient and of steady-state temperature rise at various AFPM machine parts; it helps resize the motor (Scowby et al., 2004). Numerical methods (which are usually FEA-based) require calculation of different operating losses generated in various regions and form heat sources in the thermal analysis. Marignetti et al. (2009), studied exhaustively thermal characteristics of AFPM machine by 3D FEA, obtained isothermal distribution, thermal flux plot and thermal gradients in various rotor positions, and further developed a procedure to simulate steady state and transient thermal characteristics of AFPM machine through knowledge (obtained through airflow analysis) of air-velocity distribution inside machine (Marignetti et al., 2008, 2009). Temperature analysis can also be through cascade procedure, which comprises coupled electric, magnetic and thermal analysis. A recent trend is towards AFPM machine capable of high heat-dissipation, made possible with liquid-nitrogen-cooled HTS armature windings (Sugimoto et al., 2007) and application of materials capable of delivering generated heat at increased expected temperature (Herrault et al., 2008).

Experiment method, though accurate, is limited to designed-and-constructed machines. Lumped-parameters thermal model is analytical; it quickly estimates machine-temperature distribution. Accurate prediction prefers numerical methods (3D-coupled electric, magnetic, and thermal, analysis). 3D method, though complex, gives highly accurate results for thermal behavior of an electrical machine. Figure 21 shows various thermal-analysis methods in determining temperature zones in an AFPM motor (Marignetti et al., 2008).

**Mechanical analysis of the AFPM machine**

An electrical machine needs good magnetic and mechanical design. A magnet length can not be chosen without considering its centrifugal-force effect on overall design, or air-gap length without considering axial attractive forces' effect. Centrifugal forces acting on rotor and axial stator-rotor attractive forces resulting from interaction of permanent magnets and stator cores are two major forces to be considered in mechanical analysis of an AFPM machine. Creating safe various-speed operating conditions through mechanical stress analysis of rotor, and critical frequencies by means of modal analysis are also issues in AFPM design. Figure 22 shows deformation patterns of an AFPM machine's rotor at its Eigen-frequencies (Sahin, 2001). McMillan and Ault, (2010), Mueller et al. (2005) and Yicheng et al. (2004) describe analysis of AFPM machines in applications of circular plate, elastic beam and cylindrical shell theory (to calculate AFPM structural mass). Various AFPM-machine topologies for wind generator are compared in references, but only active mass of magnetic-circuit iron, copper in stator windings, and rotor permanent-magnets were used (McMillan and Ault 2010; Yicheng et al., 2004). Structural mass of an AFPM machine dominates mass total. Mueller et al. (2005) designed and discussed a series of AFPM generators.
directly driven by wind turbines, demonstrating the importance of including structural mass analysis. The work’s focus is double-rotor, single-stator configuration with/without iron in stator. AFPM machines also require
special materials to ensure machine performance but material choice in machines with stator core has not been much investigated. A first attempt was application of iron-powder resin as wedge in machine armature (Nafisi and Campbell, 1985). Sharkh and Mohammad, (2007) then investigated performance of two AFPM machines through use of powder iron and lamination steel materials as armature teeth (Sharkh and Mohammad, 2007).

Lee (1992) compared by experiment, electromagnetic and mechanical characteristic of a slotless AFPM machine according to use of spiral or lamination stator, such as phase back-EMF, core losses, frequency response function (FRF) characteristic, resonant frequency and

Figure 22. Deformation patterns of an AFPM machine’s rotor at its Eigen-frequencies.
methods, or soft computing methods. Trade-offs is observed in all the shape-modification methods, among performance parameters such as torque ripple and obtainable average torque. Deterministic methods use numerical optimization procedure to optimize parameters. They are gradient-based methods that produce fast convergence in close-to-real-value initial estimation. Non-compliance to this condition leads to non-convergence. Another disadvantage is the tendency of deterministic methods to get stuck in local optimum points. Soft computing methods are based on artificial intelligence techniques; fuzzy logic, neural networks, evolutionary algorithm, and/or a combination of them. Heuristic, probabilistic methods that require good initial estimation, they give global optimum values and are highly pliable to multi-objective optimization problems. Long computation time for a solution and validity of the solution’s accuracy are main disadvantages of the methods. Highly effective computer systems, new algorithms with fast computation, and highly efficient software packages, result in soft computing methods as present-day choices for optimization of AFPM machines.

**AFPM applications**

AFPM machines have for some years been used in various applications, most prominent of which are wind generator and electric vehicle. Direct-drive generator systems for wind turbines are considered better than geared generator systems, in terms of energy yield, reliability and maintenance (Li et and Chen, 2009). Direct-drive generator operates at low speed, so for large direct-drive wind turbines, a generator with high tangential force and large air-gap diameter is required (Chan et al., 2007). These requirements lead to heavy and expensive large direct-drive wind generators (Curiac et al., 2007; Polinder et al., 2006). Cost-effectiveness of large direct-drive generators for wind turbines is thus important. AFPM machine possibility and potential for large-scale direct-drive wind turbines have been discussed. Parviainen (2005) and Yicheng et al. (2005) present various surface-mounted permanent-magnet AFPM-machine structures. Jensen et al. (1992), Wei et al. (1995) and Wu et al. (1995) describe advantages of TORUS configuration as wind generator, and discuss its design procedure. Spooner and Chalmers, (1988) proposes low-speed direct-drive AFPM synchronous machine for 100 kW wind turbine, considering both mechanical and electromagnetic designs. Rossouw (2009), Sang-Ho et al. (2006) and Soderlund et al. (1996) describe design and development of an AFPM generator for direct-drive generator with small-scale wind turbine. AFPM generators with air-cored stator winding have recently become popular. Air-core windings are kept in position by epoxy resin rather than within iron slots.
Absent stator teeth and back-iron yoke mean no cogging torque and no iron losses. This type of AFPM generator is considered a high-efficiency machine (Kamper et al., 2008; Rong-Jie et al., 2005). Coreless AFPM generators have relatively low internal phase inductance, which may cause severe problems in noise and maximum power matching. Brisset et al. (2008) discuss a 9-phase, 2.7 MW AFPM generator with two permanent-magnet outer rotors and one interior 9-phase stator. They also present a comparative study of various-configuration 9-phase concentrated winding AFPM synchronous generator for direct-drive wind turbines. Ferraro et al. (2006) investigated flux-linkage regulation in a range of speeds for wind AFPM generator.

The concept of an in-wheel motor in electric vehicles appeared in the 1990s; the past twenty years saw attempts at designing many types of motors. Caricchi et al. (1996) developed a slotless AFPM motor as an in-wheel motor in an electric scooter. Slotless stator, however, has limited application in traction where motor is subjected to several types of stresses (Profumo et al., 1997). Johansen et al. (2001) discussed application of AFPM machine in-wheel direct drive in an electric bicycle, concentrating on electronic converter. Use of AFPM motors as in-wheel motors has in the last decade been more and more studied. Liu and Chuang (2002) presented systematic guidance for designing of an axial-flux disc-type surface-mounted permanent-magnet motor with single-sided stator windings (Cheng-Tsung et al., 2002). The motor was intended to motorize an electric scooter. Cheng et al. (2003) then presented field-oriented control of AFPM motor in electric vehicle. Yee-Pien et al. (2004) proposed systematic optimal design methodology for AFPM motor in-wheel motor and its drive for electric vehicles. Vehicle performance with the AFPM motor was in the same year simulated and tested by Sun et al. (2004) who based it on developed motor and controller model. Upadhyay et al. (2004) investigated the design of a compact winding for an AFPM machine used in an electric tow-wheeler. AFPM motor with a magnetic bridge in shunt with each permanent-magnet pole was then introduced (X-Zhu, 2006). In this AFPM type, not only was stator lamination maintained, but effect of DC field flux on permanent-magnet flux was also amplified. Yang and Chuang (2007) presented an optimal design for small-electric-passenger-car in-wheel motor (Yang et al., 2007). The work designed an axial-flux sandwich-type disc motor; the rotor was embedded with NdFeB magnets and two stator plates.

An AFPM motor was recently designed with independent stators capable of variable alignment, which allowed field weakening through a controllable and variable generated-voltage constant (Shah et al., 2010). The feature is useful especially in vehicle traction motors of large constant-power/speed ratio, where gear changes are not needed and overall size of motor drive must be kept the smallest possible. Recent research shows viable trend in AFPM motor application in future electric and hybrid vehicles. Besides the applications discussed, AFPM machines are becoming popular in other industries. Caricchi et al. (1999) proposed a new AFPM machine topology to apply to ship propulsion; synchronous counter-rotation of two-stage AFPM motors. Such topology finds application in direct drive of two counter-rotating propellers, which may be used in ship propulsion systems to recover energy from rotational flow of main propeller slipstream. Eastham et al. (2002) proposed a novel direct-drive brushless AFPM machine for aircraft drive. Adjustable speed pump (Caricchi et al., 1998), direct drive elevator (Ficheux et al., 2001), micro-power generation (Holmes et al., 2005), induction heating genes (Caricchi et al., 2010), slim vortex pump (Guo-Jhij et al., 2009), and automobile alternator (Javadi et al., 2009, 2010) are other AFPM machine applications. Small AFPM machines with etched and PCB windings are becoming common in some applications (Banitsch et al., 1994; Mi-Ching and Liang-Yi, 2006, 2007).

CONCLUSION

Comprehensive literature reviews of AFPM technology status and improvement trends were presented. Application of AFPM generators in wind energy systems and AFPM motors in electric vehicles signifies the technology’s contribution to energy saving and to combating environmental pollution. Attractive and novel AFPM-machine structures including flux-weakening capability were examined from various perspectives. Various technical aspects of principles, machine structures, modeling, simulation, analysis, design and features of AFPM past to present have been reviewed. Despite tremendous AFPM-machine technology development, a gap exists in industry application. Current research trend strives to fill the void by developing more-efficient and more-cost-effective machines. The paper presented the works of various eminent authors, in numerous experiments and simulation results related to uniqueness of various design-related issues, characterization and cogging-torque reduction.

Nomenclature:  
\[P_{\text{out}}\] rated output power (W); \[\eta\] machine efficiency; \[m\] number of phases; \[e(t)\] phase air-gap EMF (V); \[i(t)\] phase current (A); \[T\] period of one cycle EMF (second); \[K_{e}\] electrical loading ratio; \[K_{f}\] EMF factor; \[K_{p}\] current waveform factor; \[K_{f}\] electrical power waveform factor; \[B_{f}\] air-gap flux density (Wb/m²); \[f\] Frequency (Hz); \[A_{t}\] total electrical loading (A); \[A_{s}\] diameter ratio; \[D_{f}\] outer diameter of machine stator (m); \[D_{i}\] inner diameter of machine stator (m); \[A_{r}\] rotor electrical loading (A); \[A_{e}\] stator electrical loading (A); \[K_{e}\] aspect ratio coefficient; \[L_{s}\] effective stack length (m);
D_{oh}, total outer diameter of machine (m); L_{oh}, total axial length of machine (m); ω_{m}, otor angular speed (Rad/s); T_{den}, torque density (N.m/m^3); D_{ave}, average diameter of machine stator (m); N_t, total number of radial layers; l, number of layer; W, thickness of each radial layer (m); w_{rm}, magnet width (m); g, air-gap length (m); P, number of pole pairs; h_{sy}, stator-yoke thickness (m); h, rotor-yoke thickness (m); L_{m}, magnet length (m); L_c, width of slot opening (m); R_s, magnetic reluctance (1/H); F, magneto-motive force (MMF) (A); T_s, stator-tooth width (m); w_{fr}, full pole pitch (m); x, rotor displacement (m); Y, pole tip length (m); h_t, stator pole height (m); R_{ri}, saturated magnetic reluctance (1/H); R_{m}, magnetic reluctance of stator tooth (1/H); R_{mm}, magnet leakage reluctance (1/H).
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